MYTHS AND UNSOLVED MYSTERIES OF THE TEXAS REVOLUTION
Day of Program Student Activity Sheet

Directions: During the program, follow along and circle the correct answer.

This cannon is the same one Gonzales citizens fired in 1835.

TRUE or FALSE

A red flag was raised by Santa Anna, meaning no surrender would be accepted.

TRUE or FALSE

Travis drew a line in the sand with his sword asking men to stay or leave the Alamo.

TRUE or FALSE

The "Victory or Death" letter was the last letter sent from the Alamo.

TRUE or FALSE

This is how the front of the Alamo looked in 1836.

TRUE or FALSE

Santa Anna joined the fighting at the Battle of the Alamo.

TRUE or FALSE
We know for certain how Davy Crockett died at the Alamo.

TRUE     or     FALSE

Travis jumped on this wall to fight near the end of the siege.

TRUE     or     FALSE

When the Battle of the Alamo ended, there were no survivors.

TRUE     or     FALSE

The Texas Declaration of Independence was based on the American Declaration of Independence.

TRUE     or     FALSE

Sam Houston ordered the Texas army to retreat to the east.

TRUE     or     FALSE

The Mexican army lost because they were taking a nap.

TRUE     or     FALSE

Did Sam Houston injure his right or left ankle?

RIGHT     or     LEFT